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Island of mystery
Thursday, 14 August 2008

DEAR EDITOR &ndash; Recently I read about giants of Solomon Islands and hidden UFO (unidentified flying objects)
bases in Malaita and Guadalcanal Provinces, by Marius Boirayon, an Australian.

To many people what Mr Boirayon claimed in his book and articles seems unbelievable and lack enough scientific proof.
However, as one of the few Malaitans who started my research in 1979, I am happy to confirm that many of
Boirayon&rsquo;s claims are true.
For me it all started way back in 1979 during a trip to East Malaita from West Malaita through Malaita highland on the
route that goes through the area known as mount Kolovrat (Alasa&rsquo;a).
During my trip I spent a night with relatives at their heathen village right beside mount Kolovrat. At midnight I came of the
hut I slept in outside. At that time I happened to look up to the peak of mount Kolovrat and was amazed to see a dazzling
bright light going upwards to the sky like a laser beam directly from the crater.
In 1980 I contacted my friend in America who at that time is a student at the University of California, and told him about
my secret discovery.
My friend become interested and wanted us to pursue this matter personally. So he contacted his cousin (a top laser
scientist) working at the Los Alamos National Laboratory to accompany him to visit me in Malaita Province.
Later in 1981 my two American friends arrived here and made contact with me. Before travelling to Auki from Honiara we
purchased ropes, canned food and camping gear from suppliers for our secret assignment.
After our arrival in Auki we spent a week in town before moving up to the bush (thick jungle) on our way to the summit of
mount Kolovrat on our top secret expedition.
On the next day we managed to reach the peak of the mountain (beware of poison snakes, razor sharp edged rocks) and
set-up our camp there, using a specially designed mountain tent my friends brought with them from America.
The following day we explored around the summit before we decide to descend down the crater to approx 200 metres
before stopping, without reaching the bottom far below us.
During our descend we made sublime discoveries (which I can&rsquo;t reveal at this time - until the right time come)
without removing anything from where we see them, except from the photos taken by my friend from Los Alamos
Laboratory.
Another reason we did not go down further is that we saw movement of some mysterious huge objects below us at about
1,000 metres and decide to return back to the summit to reconsider our options.
Our third night (last day at the peak) is the most amazing and scary time in our lives. Right around mid-night a bright
beam of light shot up towards heaven from down below the crater and cause bright light to shine into our tent located 10
metres outside near the mouth of the crater.
All three of us woke up speechless, paralysed to our beds like glue without moving a single limp, except our eyes to see
what is happening around us for the next 30 minutes.
After thirty minutes the bright light and activity around us disappeared and darkness returned before we can move our
bodies around and regain our speech.
The morning of the fourth day arrived and we decided we had enough adventure and need to return back to our civilised
world. We arrived back in Auki at dusk and discussed the outcome of our top secret mission. We all three agreed not to
reveal our secret discovery to anyone for the next 30 years (1981 - 2011) until we complete additional research into
those mysteries.
So at this stage I can&rsquo;t reveal what we actually found, but only want to publish this letter as supporting evidence to
Mr Marius Boirayon&rsquo;s research.
However, I&rsquo;m not ashamed to reveal this closely guarded secret encountered in my youthful days to tell anyone
who happen to read this letter that Malaita Province is truly a very unique and mysterious Island with huge priceless
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treasuries hidden underground.
James Baura
Auki
Malaita Province
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